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9 Teachers' Group 
On the second level of the archaeological site, the plaza is framed 
by three platforms with an altar in the middle. A number of small 
rooms stand on the east and south platforms, while a spacious 
hall is on the west platform, anda pyramidal platform was built 
north of the plaza. 

HISTORICAL 
OVERVIEW 

lts oncient inhobitonts settled in whot is todoy the territory 
of the Malpaso Va/ley, between AD 350/400 ond 1150, 

olthough the city wos ot its peak between AD 600 ond 
850, when it became o regional capital, controlling 220 

local settlements of different functions ond dimensions. 

lt stood out for its monumento/ orchitecture, which spoke 
of the ski// of its builders, the social hierorchy needed to 
horness o huge workforce, ond the symbolic implications 
such o system entoiled 

Within the va/ley o complex system of pre-Hispanic 
causeways linked the center to the peripherol settlements 
for the control ond distribution of goods. lt o/so reflects the 
city's symbolic connototions, because the moin orteries 
formed o rhomboid, the corners of which morked the 
cardinal directions. 

lt wos one of the monumento/ sites in northern Mexico, 
which ottrocted ottention during the Viceroyolty ond wos 
identified os the mythical city of Chicomoztoc, where the 

9 Plaza of the Sacrifices 
This u ni que architectural space stands out on the th ird leve 1, 
incomparable for its layout and structures. Two spacious halls 
frame the south and east si des of the plaza. A series of rooms 
occupies the west anda pyramidal platform rises on the north 
side, with an altar in the center. Between the pyramidal platform 
and the central altar, a carved stone sculpture depicts a woman 
carrying a child on her back, but the head is missing from both 
figures. 

Aztecs ore soid to hove settled briefly on their pilgrimoge. 
In the nineteenth century this ideo persisted, with the 
voriont thot it became known os Cootlcamotl, olthough 
loca Is in the reglan called it the Hi/1 of the Buildings, for its 
obundont constructions. In the twentieth century, studies 
were undertoken to better understond this settlement, 
which wos formerly regorded os o site built by the Tarascan 
people. lt wos o/so ossocioted with the Toltec people ond 
control over the turquoise trode route. Loter, it wos 
proposed os o capital ond sonctuory for the entire 
Cholchihuites culture ond more recently, it has been 
regorded os the capital of o local culture within the 
Molposo Va/ley 
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MAIN ATTRACTION 
9 Hall of Columns 
The earliest explorers dubbed this building The Cathedral, given 
its monumentality, and today it is known as the Hall of Columns 
for the presence of these architectu ral elements typical of the 
site. 

In the interior of this hall, which is 
the largest roofed space at the 
site, eleven masonry columns 
tower sorne six meters tall. They 
are arranged parallel to the walls, 
leaving an open space in the 
center where there was a pit. 

In the front there was a 
porticoed space, based on the 
traces of columns on the floor, 
which served to separate 
prívate and pu bl ic spaces. In the 
interior, gatherings of members 
ofthe ruling classwere 
conducted to make social, 
political, and religious decisions. 



The ancient city stands on an isolated hi/1 in the va/ley, 

standing out for its five levels. On the first is the Hall of 

Columns and its sprawling plaza, the Ballcourt, and the 

Votive Pyramid. On the second leve! is the so-called 

Cuartel (Barracks), a small pyramid with a round 

structure, and the Teachers' Group. The third is 

composed of two large halls framing a plaza with a 

central altar anda stairway; the leveled ground extends 

to the west, where substantial walls anda pyramidal 

p!atform stand. 

The fourth is composed of a pyramidal platform and 

various structures on the hilltop. Final/y, the Citadel is 

located on the fifth leve!. A massive wall protects the 

north and west; in the interior is a small ballcourt anda 

stairway leading to the main structure. This structure 

consists of a plaza with a pyramidal altar in the center, 

a pyramid on the east, anda spacious hall on the north. 
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The massive terraces to fJ_roduce leveled gr.ound to 
build the diverse architectural SR,aces are notewor.tliy, 
giving the impression tliey_, wer.e aerial builders, as 
turn-ot-the-century_, archaeologist LeoR,oldo Batres 
obser.ved. 
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HIGHLIGHTS 

• La Quemada was - La Quemada is 
• occupied between AD -

450 -1150 450 and 1150. 5 composed of 5 levels. 

J: Three ballcourts have ~ Archaeologists have 

3 been found at the site. 12 
found twelve pyramidal 
platforms at the site. 

A The Votive Pyramid 1 lt has eighteen groups 

17 
measures 17 meters 

18 of petroglyphs. 
tall. 

: : : 220 peripheral sites have been detected to date in the 
220 Malpaso Val ley. 

lf the diverse causeways lining the Malpaso Valley were 
170 joined together, they would measure 170 linear kilometers. 

J: The site's largest ballcourt measures 18 meters long by 15 

18 X 75 meters wide. 

1 Eleven columns once supported the roof of the Hall of 
11 Columns. 


